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ABSTRACT The dynamics of individual microbial populations and their gene functions
in agricultural soils, especially after major activities such as nitrogen (N) fertilization, remain elusive but are important for a better understanding of nutrient cycling. Here, we
analyzed 20 short-read metagenomes collected at four time points during 1 year from
two depths (0 to 5 and 20 to 30 cm) in two Midwestern agricultural sites representing
contrasting soil textures (sandy versus silty loam) with similar cropping histories. Although the microbial community taxonomic and functional compositions differed between the two locations and depths, they were more stable within a depth/site
throughout the year than communities in natural aquatic ecosystems. For example,
among the 69 population genomes assembled from the metagenomes, 75% showed a
less than 2-fold change in abundance between any two sampling points. Interestingly,
six deep-branching Thaumarchaeota and three complete ammonia oxidizer (comammox)
Nitrospira populations increased up to 5-fold in abundance upon the addition of N fertilizer. These results indicated that indigenous archaeal ammonia oxidizers may respond
faster (are more copiotrophic) to N fertilization than previously thought. None of 29 recovered putative denitriﬁer genomes encoded the complete denitriﬁcation pathway,
suggesting that denitriﬁcation is carried out by a collection of different populations. Altogether, our study identiﬁed novel microbial populations and genes responding to seasonal and human-induced perturbations in agricultural soils that should facilitate future
monitoring efforts and N-related studies.
IMPORTANCE Even though the impact of agricultural management on the microbial

community structure has been recognized, an understanding of the dynamics of individual microbial populations and what functions each population carries are limited. Yet, this information is important for a better understanding of nutrient cycling,
with potentially important implications for preserving nitrogen in soils and sustainability. Here, we show that reconstructed metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs)
are relatively stable in their abundance and functional gene content year round, and
seasonal nitrogen fertilization has selected for novel Thaumarchaeota and comammox Nitrospira nitriﬁers that are potentially less oligotrophic than their marine counterparts previously studied.
KEYWORDS metagenomics, nitriﬁers, soil microbiology, seasonal dynamics

A

gricultural soils are characterized by a dynamic interplay between complex biotic
and abiotic processes driving the nutrient cycling of the soil ecosystem (1, 2). Even
though the central role of microorganisms participating in the cycling of nutrients in
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soil ecosystems has been extensively reported (3, 4), the dynamics of microbial communities responding to seasonal agricultural perturbations (e.g., nitrogen fertilization)
have been mostly described using chemotaxonomic approaches or at higher taxonomical levels based on 16S rRNA gene ampliﬁcation and sequencing (5–8) but not at the
individual population level. These reports have revealed the effects of agricultural
management on microbial community composition compared to that in uncultivated
soils and identiﬁed the variable and core taxa in sites characterized by different land use
(9). However, most of these approaches relied on 16S rRNA gene sequencing, which
provides limited information at the species level and below (10, 11). Yet, the individual
population (species) level is both traceable and a more relevant unit of diversity than
16S-deﬁned operational taxonomic units (OTUs) based on metagenomics (12). The
scarcity of information at the genome level limits our understanding of the abundance
and functional gene content dynamics of individual populations generating and consuming key nutrients such as carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) in soils. The rates of synthetic
N fertilizer addition often exceed crop requirements, resulting in unintended losses of
N from the soil. For instance, higher atmospheric concentrations of nitrous oxide (N2O),
a potent greenhouse and ozone-depleting gas in the atmosphere (13), have been
recorded compared to preindustrial-era levels, with soils contributing approximately
65% of the total N2O emitted to the atmosphere (14). These elevated N2O emissions
result mainly from the activities of microorganisms controlling the N cycle (15, 16).
Therefore, the identiﬁcation and tracking of individual microbial populations responding to elevated N inputs can provide important new insights toward better modeling
of N2 and N2O dynamics in soils, with implications for greenhouse gas emissions.
The advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies has expanded our understanding of natural microbial communities by unraveling the previously undetected
microbial diversity in different ecosystems. Metagenomic approaches have been applied to examine highly diverse microbial ecosystems, providing a description of the
taxonomic and genetic potentials of natural microbial communities that were previously elusive from cultivation-based approaches. For instance, short-read metagenomes obtained from grassland soils after a decade of induced warming revealed
shifts in metabolic pathways related to major ecosystem processes, such as organic
matter respiration (17). Further, the assembling and binning of contigs from metagenomes have enabled the recovery of genome sequences of abundant populations
(metagenome-assembled genomes [MAGs]) from various soil samples. For example, the
reconstruction of MAGs from an aquifer sediment provided a detailed picture of the
individual populations participating in key biogeochemical pathways of the carbon,
nitrogen, and sulfur cycles (18). However, little is known about the genomic diversity
and abundance dynamics of individual populations undergoing recurrent external
perturbations, such as from agricultural practices. Therefore, employing the new sequencing technologies to recover the genomes of uncultivated microbial species from
agricultural soils holds great potential in providing new insights and data on the
organisms controlling the fate of N compounds in agricultural soils.
Diverse microbial populations catalyze the transformation of soil N by performing
complete or incomplete denitriﬁcation (NO3⫺/NO2⫺ ¡ N2O and/or N2), nitriﬁcation
(NH4⫹ ¡ NO2⫺/NO3⫺), and ammoniﬁcation (e.g., protein degradation and respiratory
ammoniﬁcation, NO3⫺ or NO2⫺ ¡ NH4⫹). Further, nitriﬁcation was originally described
as a sequential two-step process mediated by ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) and
nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (NOB) (19). However, within the past decade, new genomic
and cultivation advances have rapidly broadened our understanding of the microbial
diversity participating in nitriﬁcation. For instance, studies of ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA) belonging to the Thaumarchaeota (20) phylum have revealed that there
are differences in the ecophysiology and substrate afﬁnity for these organisms compared to those of AOB (21) and that AOA are strongly enriched in speciﬁc soil horizons
(22) and dominate at speciﬁc pH ranges compared to AOB (23). Although AOA
numerically dominate AOB in many soils, the contribution of AOA to terrestrial nitriﬁcation and consequent N2O production is not yet well established (24). Moreover, the
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recent discovery of comammox (complete ammonia oxidizer) bacteria related to Nitrospira, harboring all necessary enzymes to perform complete nitriﬁcation in bioﬁlms (25)
and bioreactors (26), has initiated new interest into the relative contributions of these
organisms to N cycling in nature. Because ammonia oxidation provides the main source
of energy for these microbial groups, it has been proposed that a tight interplay among
afﬁnity, tolerance, and source of ammonia could control these microbial populations in
nature (27, 28). Nevertheless, the relative responses of AOA, AOB, NOB, and the recently
described comammox populations to agricultural fertilization are currently unclear but
important for predicting their relative contributions to the N cycle and generation of
by-products such as N2O.
In the present work, we described the diversity and seasonal dynamics of
metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) in two U.S. Midwest soil ecosystems with
contrasting soil textures, i.e., sandy (93% sand, 7% clay) and silty loam (21% sand, 69%
silt, 10% clay). We analyzed the total microbial community DNA (Illumina short-read
metagenomes) from samples collected during the four seasons in 2012. Our ﬁndings
showed that the recovered genomes, which represent abundant members of the
natural microbial communities in these agricultural soils, are generally stable throughout the year. In fact, these microbial communities are not characterized by strong
seasonal shifts in gene content diversity that typify other natural ecosystems such as
freshwater lakes and the ocean. In addition, novel deep-branching ammonia-oxidizing
Nitrospirae and Thaumarchaeota are among the most abundant nitriﬁers in these
agricultural soils, especially in the deeper soil layer, and are responsive to N fertilization.
These ﬁndings highlight the power of shotgun metagenomic approaches in recovering
and genotyping nitrifying populations that respond to the addition of fertilizers and
can be used to advance soil nitriﬁcation models and expand the known nitriﬁer
diversity.
RESULTS
Agricultural soil physicochemical characteristics and statistics of metagenomes.
We focused our study on two sites with established legacies of the same agricultural
management practices for at least 15 years. These sites represent distinct soil textures
with opposing drainage characteristics and water-holding capacities located in Havana
(sandy) and Urbana (silt loam), Illinois, USA. Soil cores obtained during 2012 revealed
contrasting soil chemical parameters among the sites and depths (see Table S1 in the
supplemental material). In particular, a higher organic matter (OM) content was observed in Urbana (average, 3.84%) compared to that in Havana (average, 0.7%) (twotailed t test, P ⬍ 0.01). Whereas no statistically signiﬁcant differences in OM were
observed between soil layers in Urbana, a higher OM content was observed for the top
soil layer in Havana across the year (two-tailed t test, P ⬍ 0.01). pH values were higher
in Havana (average, 7.42) than in Urbana (average, 6.03) (two-tailed t test, P ⬍ 0.01), and
substantial differences were observed between the soil layers in each site. The 0- to
5-cm soil layer in Havana was slightly more alkaline (average pH 7.57) than the 20- to
30-cm layer (average pH 7.32) (two-tailed t test, P ⫽ 0.057); a greater difference
between top (average pH 5.7) and deep (average pH 6.26) soil layers was determined
in Urbana (two-tailed t test, P ⬍ 0.01) (Table S1). Our analysis did not include the
intermediate depth (i.e., 5 to 20 cm) because our previous studies of microbial community structure and diversity based on terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) analysis of 16S rRNA and nosZ genes showed that this soil layer
represented an intermediate between the top and the deeper layers (J. C. CheeSanford, A. K. Welsh, L. M. Connor, F. E. Löfﬂer, and R. A. Sanford, unpublished). During
the growing season, Havana was planted with maize and received fertilizer (UAN28:
ammonium nitrate, 40%; urea, 30%; water, 30%) and herbicide (glyphosate), whereas
Urbana was planted with soybean and received herbicide but not synthetic fertilizer
(see Table S2).
A total of 20 shotgun metagenomes were obtained from both agricultural sites,
ranging from 21 to 72 million reads per sample (or ⬃2.7 to 9.2 Gbp, 4.3 Gbp average)
January 2018 Volume 84 Issue 2 e01646-17
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FIG 1 Sequence and functional compositional differences between two agricultural sites. (A) Distributions of coefﬁcients of variation
of SEED subsystems related to secondary metabolism in Havana and Urbana. (B) Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) analysis
based on MinHash distances determined by Mash showed independent clustering by site and depth. The lengths of the gold arrows
are proportional to the correlations between measured metadata and determined ordination values. The directions of the arrows point
to increasing changes in the values of the corresponding metadata.

and an average read length of ⬃125 bp after trimming (see Table S3). The estimated
coverages based on the read redundancy value calculated by the Nonpareil algorithm
(29) were averages of 0.15 and 0.14 for the metagenomes obtained from the 0- to 5-cm
soil layers in Havana and Urbana, respectively. Higher coverage values of 0.21 and 0.26
were observed in the metagenomes obtained from the 20- to 30-cm soil layers in
Havana and Urbana, respectively (Table S3). Sequence diversity values (a measure of
alpha diversity derived from Nonpareil curves) were higher for the Havana 0- to 5-cm
soil layer than for the 20- to 30-cm soil layer, but there were no differences between
Urbana soil layers (see Fig. S1). Coassembly of the metagenomes by depth and location
recovered over 1.1 million contigs of at least 500 bp in length each, comprising 1.59
Gbp, in total, for the four coassemblies and ⬃2.3 million predicted genes (see Table S4).
The N50 values averaged from both 20- to 30-cm soil metagenomes were slightly higher
than those for the 0- to 5-cm samples (⬃1,650 versus 1,240 bp), reﬂecting the lower
sequence coverage determined by Nonpareil for the surface samples.
Microbial community structure and diversity. Throughout the year, stable abundances of functional genes were observed for both soil depths. For instance, the ⬃60
most abundant functional categories associated with secondary metabolism (details in
supplemental material) showed, on average, 5.3% and 6.8% annual variations (measured as a coefﬁcient of variation across all samples) for the top and deep layers of
Havana, respectively. Similarly, 6.9% and 10.9% average variations for top and deep
layers were observed for Urbana, respectively (Fig. 1). A much lower variation was
observed when housekeeping genes and general metabolic functional categories were
included in the analysis (see Fig. S2A), as expected for core functions harbored by
almost every organism. To assess the extent of sample variation (i.e., within site), 7.2%
and 14.6% variations in gene annotations related to secondary metabolism were
observed among metagenomes obtained from three independent soil cores (replicates)
from the 20- to 30-cm soil layer in June for Havana and Urbana, respectively (Fig. S2B).
Smaller average variations were observed within Havana (2.01%) and Urbana (5.3%)
January 2018 Volume 84 Issue 2 e01646-17
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cores when all functional categories were considered. Thus, these consistent variation
patterns between and within sites revealed a higher variation within Urbana soil
metagenomes but largely stable variations values across the year for both sites.
Interestingly, a deep versus surface separation of samples was observed between
metagenomes from each site based on annotation-independent MinHash similarity
distances (nonmetric multidimensional scaling [NMDS], Mash similarity distances, and
analysis of similarity [ANOSIM] P ⱕ 0.001, R ⫽ 0.95) (Fig. 1B). A similar spatial clustering
was observed when functional gene annotations derived from short reads (SEED
subsystems) were used for ordination (NMDS, Bray-Curtis distances, and ANOSIM P ⱕ
0.001, R ⫽ 0.89) (see Fig. S3A). We further investigated the functional features driving
the separation between the soil layers in each site using the SEED subsystem information and best match analyses against publicly available genomes. Bacterial and archaeal
genes encoding oxygen and light sensors, ferrous iron transporters, and photolyases,
among others, were characteristic of the top layers in both soils (log2 fold change ⬎2,
adjusted P ⬍ 0.05) (see Fig. S4). In contrast, the strongest characteristic of the deeper
layer corresponded to archaeal pathways accounting for 39.4% and 34.1% of the
overrepresented SEED subsystems (log2 fold change ⬎2, adjusted P ⬍ 0.05) in Havana
and Urbana, respectively (Fig. S4). A signiﬁcantly higher functional diversity (Chao-Shen
entropy index using the number of gene functions recovered) was observed for Havana
than for Urbana (two-tailed t test, P ⬍ 0.05) over the entire year of sampling. However,
similar diversity values were observed among the top and deep soil samples from each
site (Fig. S1C).
Similar to the functional annotations, the taxonomic afﬁliations of recovered 16S
rRNA gene fragments from the soil metagenomes showed moderate changes in
abundance across the year, but signiﬁcant differences were detected between the soil
depths (for further details, see Fig. S3B and supporting information in the supplemental
material). We also explored the impacts of the microbial communities on the breakdown and recycling of plant biomass in soils. For instance, glycoside hydrolases (GH)
are a group of enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of the glycoside bond and are key
for the degradation of labile carbon compounds, e.g., starch and polysaccharides, as
well as recalcitrant carbon compounds, e.g., lignocellulose, and other complex organic
carbon compounds (30). Similar to the whole-community functions reported above,
stable abundances for GH genes were found throughout the year (details in the
supplemental material).
Effect of fertilization on nitrogen cycle gene abundances. We further examined
the impact of agricultural practices on target N cycling genes throughout the growing
season. We combined an accurate approach for detecting metagenomic reads for a
gene of interest (ROCker) with a phylogenetics-based classiﬁcation of detected short
reads (see Table S5). For the nitriﬁcation process, we focused on the well-characterized
genes that are responsible for the bacterial oxidation of ammonia via nitrite to nitrate
and the archaeal oxidation of ammonia. The archaeal equivalent of the bacterial
hydroxylamine dehydrogenase enzyme (HAO) is currently unknown (31); hence, only
bacterial hydroxylamine oxidation was assessed in our study. The archaeal oxidation of
ammonia was only assessed at the ﬁrst step, catalyzed by the ammonia monooxygenase enzyme AmoA (Fig. 2A). Havana and Urbana showed 4.3-fold- and 3.2-fold-higher
abundances on average, respectively, of archaeal amoA, bacterial hydroxylamine dehydrogenase (haoA), and nitrite oxidoreductase (nxrA) genes in the deep layers of soil
relative to the top layers (Fig. 2A). Also, a urease gene (ureC) had the highest relative
abundance (⬃0.3 genome equivalent, meaning that approximately 30% of the total
cells sampled harbored the urease gene [see Materials and Methods for further details])
among all N genes detected in both sites but did not show substantial differences in
abundance between soil layers (see Fig. S5). Abundances for other N cycle genes are
available in the supporting information.
Havana received synthetic N fertilizer during late April 2012, which we hypothesized
affected the abundance and distribution of N cycle genes associated with oxidation
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FIG 2 Abundance and diversity of nitriﬁcation genes in sandy (Havana) and silt loam (Urbana) soils. (A) The top shows the concentration of NH4⫹ at both sites
and depths. The arrow shows the point in time when N fertilizer (UAN28, 180 lb N/acre) was applied to the Havana site. Heatmaps represent calculated relative
abundances of nitriﬁcation genes (genome equivalents) for Havana (left) and Urbana (right) soil samples. Values for the 20- to 30-cm layer in June represent
the averages of the three soil cores. Gene abundance comparisons between soil layers were performed using two-sided t tests, and P values are shown in black,
to the side of the heatmaps. Right panels show the phylogenetic reconstruction of archaeal (B) and bacterial (C) AmoA protein sequences recovered from
contigs. Names in parentheses indicate the corresponding MAGs. Both trees include reference protein sequences and assembled sequences from both soil
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processes (e.g., nitriﬁcation), such as amoA, haoA, and nxrA (Fig. 2A). Interestingly,
ammonia oxidation genes showed the highest increase in abundance in June (20- to
30-cm soil layer), approximately 1 month after fertilization was performed in Havana
(3.8- and 1.5-fold increases from April to July for archaea and bacteria, respectively). In
addition, archaeal amoA gene fragments were ⬃6 times more abundant than those in
bacteria, on average, during the year. On the other hand, Urbana, which relied on
naturally ﬁxed N, showed a slightly higher abundance of nitriﬁcation genes during
April, but in general, these relative abundances were much more stable throughout the
year compared to those in Havana.
In Havana, 60.5% of the archaeal amoA reads were placed within the I.1a clade (Fig.
2B). Notably, 55% of the bacterial amoA reads were placed within a clade closely
related to the recently described comammox Nitrospira (Fig. 2C). Only 15% of the
total bacterial amoA reads were placed within the Betaproteobacteria class, and
these sequences were mostly derived from the top layer. As expected, similar
results were observed for haoA and most nxrA gene fragments belonging to
different NOB clades (see Fig. S6). On the other hand, in Urbana, the majority
(87.3%) of the archaeal amoA gene fragments were placed within the I.1b clade,
whereas less than 10% were placed in the I.1a clade (see Fig. S7). Compared to that
in Havana, fewer bacterial amoA gene fragments were detected in Urbana (Fig. 2).
A similar fraction (58.9%) of the amoA gene fragments were placed within the soil
comammox clade, but a higher fraction (⬃39.7%) were placed inside Betaproteobacteria clades. Also, similar to those in Havana, the majority of the haoA and nxrA
gene fragments were placed in soil comammox clades (Fig. S7).
Spatiotemporal abundance of MAGs. To precisely identify and quantify individual
populations and their dynamics throughout the season, we performed genome binning
January 2018 Volume 84 Issue 2 e01646-17
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FIG 3 Nitrogen cycle genes present in selected metagenome-assembled genomes and population abundance dynamics during the year
in Havana. (A and B) MAGs obtained from Havana (A) and Urbana (B) were queried for the presence of N cycle gene markers using HMM
models. Colors represent individual MAGs and the shapes depict the predicted taxonomies at the phylum level. Arrows show predicted
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obtained from Havana soil metagenomes. Bright colors represent samples from the 0- to 5-cm soil layer, whereas darker color equivalents
correspond to samples from the 20- to 30-cm layer (see ﬁgure key).

analysis of the coassembled metagenomic data sets. The majority of the 69 recovered
MAGs were obtained from the 20- to 30-cm layer (Havana, 45/47; Urbana, 18/22),
presumably due to the lower sequence diversity and higher average coverage obtained
(Fig. S1A). Additional details about recovered MAGs can be found in the supporting
information. The abundance of each recovered genome bin, calculated as the fraction
of total short reads mapping on all MAGs, was stable over time for most of MAGs from
both ﬁeld sites (see Fig. S8). In fact, only ⬃9% to 24% of the total MAGs (n ⫽ 69)
showed 2-fold changes in abundance between any two sequential sampling points,
and these MAGs were obtained mostly from the deep layer of Havana (HD MAGs)
compared to that from Urbana (UD MAGs). For instance, from April to June, MAGs
HD109 (nitriﬁer Thaumarchaeota), HD116 (Bacteroidetes), and HD098 (Acidobacteria)
showed over 2-fold increases and only MAG UD001 showed a similar amount of
decrease in abundance. Interestingly, Thaumarchaeota nitriﬁer MAGs HD109, HD001,
and HD004, in addition to MAGs HD098, HD116, and HD051, showed more than 2-fold
decreases from June to September. Lastly, from September to November, while only
two MAGs (HD051 and HD103) showed slight increases over 2-fold, 14 MAGs showed
more than 2-fold decreases, three of which were Thaumarchaeota MAGs (HD032,
HD019, and HD109). Other comparisons between April and September (i.e., no crops
versus mature crops) or between April and November (i.e., no crops) indicated that 22%
and 26% of MAGs, respectively, experienced greater than 2-fold changes. In these two
comparisons, Thaumarchaeota MAGs HD001 and HD004 showed more than 3-fold
increases, indicating the prolonged effect of fertilization over these archaeal populations and/or the high persistence of these organisms during changing environmental
conditions.
Diversity of MAGs involved in nitrogen cycling. The examination of key N cycling
genes showed that 39 MAGs, representing different bacterial and archaeal lineages,
encoded nitriﬁcation and denitriﬁcation enzymes (Fig. 3A and B). These MAGs, mostly
recovered from Havana, represented almost 40% of the MAGs showing 2-fold increases
January 2018 Volume 84 Issue 2 e01646-17
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FIG 4 Recovery of indigenous archaeal and bacterial ammonia-oxidizing populations. (A and B) Phylogenetic reconstruction of archaeal (A) and bacterial (B)
MAGs harboring amoA genes. Concatenated alignments of conserved genes for bacterial or archaeal genomes were used to build maximum-likelihood trees
in RAxML. Colored circles on the right of each tree show the presence of selected nitriﬁcation genes. Strikethrough circles indicate incomplete sequences
detected in MAGs. (C) Comparison of the genomic context for the amoA genes found in “Ca. Nitrospira inopinata” and nitriﬁer bacterial MAGs recovered from
both sites. Colors denote different gene operons.

or decreases in abundance at any sampling point (Fig. S8). MAGs encoding nitriﬁcation
enzymes mostly belonged to Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospirae phyla. All Thaumarchaeota MAGs had at least one copy of the amoA and ureC genes. Interestingly, all
bacterial nitriﬁer MAGs also contained the ureC gene in addition to all the necessary
genes associated with complete oxidation of ammonium to nitrate, i.e., amoA, haoA,
and nxrA, similar to the recently described Nitrospira organisms capable of performing
complete nitriﬁcation (25, 26). On the other hand, none of the MAGs carried all the
genes to perform canonical or complete denitriﬁcation (i.e., reduction of NO3⫺ or NO2⫺
to N2). Instead, most MAGs obtained from both sites encoded single steps of the
denitriﬁcation pathway (i.e., Fig. 3A and B). The relatively high degree of completeness
determined for the MAGs indicated that the denitriﬁcation genes were likely absent as
opposed to not being assembled. Therefore, these results indicated that complete
denitriﬁers are not abundant in these soils. Notably, Nitrospirae and Thaumarchaeota
MAGs, commonly associated with ammonia-oxidizing activity, showed increased abundance upon N fertilization in Havana (Fig. 3C), suggesting their participation in nitriﬁcation in the agricultural soils.
Whole-genome phylogenetic analyses using available genomes for isolates and
Candidatus taxa, showed that these potential nitriﬁer MAGs represented novel taxa (Fig.
4). For instance, 10 MAGs harboring divergent archaeal and bacterial amoA genes were
recovered from both sites. On the basis of average amino acid comparisons (AAI) (32),
six of these ammonia-oxidizing MAGs most likely represent new genera within the
Thaumarchaeota and Nitrospirae phyla (e.g., AAI lower than 57% compared to previously described genomes) (see Table S6). Consequently, phylogenetic reconstruction
based on concatenated single-copy proteins revealed that archaeal MAGs HD032,
HD019, and HT001 from Havana and UD001 from Urbana formed an independent sister
clade of the Thaumarchaeota group I.1b, mostly consisting of Thaumarchaeota isolated
from soil (Fig. 4A). The remaining archaeal MAGs were placed within the I.1a group,
although MAG HD004 formed a deep branch within this group. Other ammoniaoxidizing archaeal MAGs from Havana, such as HD001, were placed close to “Candidatus
Nitrosoarchaeum limnia” strains (79.7% AAI) whereas HD109 was clustered with “Candidatus Nitrosotenuis cloacae” (76.5% AAI). Bacterial MAGs from Havana HD017 and
HD021 and Urbana UD063 formed an independent clade closely related to the recently
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described comammox “Candidatus Nitrospira inopinata.” In fact, AAI values between
“Ca. Nitrospira inopinata” and MAGs HD017, HD021, and UD063 were 65.3%, 66.3%, and
65.8%, respectively, indicating their relatedness at the genus level. Even though the
Havana MAG HD021 and the Urbana MAG UD063 were obtained from different
agricultural sites, they shared 96.1% average nucleotide identity ([ANI] standard deviation [SD], 3.5%, from 5,838/12,667 1-kb-long fragments), revealing that they represent
closely related populations at the level of (same) species (33). Independent phylogenetic trees using hallmark nitriﬁcation proteins AmoA, HAO, and NxrA (Fig. S6 and S7)
showed a similar topology to the one observed when using concatenated alignment of
multiple single-copy proteins (Fig. 4), indicating a limited recent horizontal gene
transfer of the genes. Interestingly, the genetic contexts of the amoCAB operon differed
in all MAGs (Fig. 4C). For instance, even though HD017 did not harbor a copy of
the amoC gene in the same contig (probably missed during assembly), the synteny of
amoA, amoB, the genes copD and copC encoding copper binding proteins, and amoD2,
amoD1, and amoE1 showed the same arrangement as that found in “Ca. Nitrospira
inopinata.” On the other hand, the copD and copC genes were absent in MAGs UD063
and HD021. Consistent with previous reports describing nitriﬁcation genes in AOB and
AOA genomes (34), MAG HD021 possessed a copy of the nitrite reductase gene (nirK),
a hallmark gene of denitriﬁcation, upstream of the amoCAB operon, which was surrounded by transposase and integration elements.
DISCUSSION
Temporal stability of natural microbial communities during the growing season. The soil metagenomes obtained at two different depths and four time points
throughout the year from two agricultural ﬁelds, which received different management,
provided new insights into the functional and community dynamics of indigenous
microbial communities. Our results revealed remarkable composition stability for these
microbial communities in their functional, taxonomic, and individual population components during the sampled period, especially compared to those with aquatic habitats
(see below). Consistent with the ﬁndings reported here, previous reports focusing on
single phylogenetic markers (e.g., 16S rRNA gene amplicons) have identiﬁed stable
genetic compositions across soils having different land use or agricultural practices (9,
35). In addition, the recovered MAGs provided the almost complete functional genes
harbored by the corresponding populations, as well as precise estimations of how
novel the soil populations are compared to previously characterized organisms from
other habitats and engineered wastewater systems. It is important to note that the
metagenomic snapshots reported here might have missed short-term abundance
dynamics or gene expression activity shifts. Nonetheless, the seasonal shifts in the soil
microbial communities observed were much less profound than those from freshwater
or ocean ecosystems, even when the differences in sampling procedures and sample
heterogeneity were considered. For instance, freshwater metagenomes obtained during
1 year from Lake Lanier (Atlanta, GA) showed ⬃7.5-fold-higher coefﬁcients of variation in
gene functions or taxonomic compositions, on average, compared to those in the soil
metagenomes (Fig. S2C in the supplemental material), highlighting that seasonality has
a stronger effect on structuring the lake microbial communities (36, 37). In general, a
larger fraction of the microbial community is presumably dormant in soils than in
aquatic habitats (38), and low metabolic activity accounts, most certainly but not fully,
for some of the year-round abundance patterns observed here (e.g., smaller abundance
shifts compared to that in freshwater ecosystems). For instance, larger taxa and gene
content differences were observed, in general, between spatial scales (e.g., different
depths) than between temporal scales (e.g., four seasons) for both agricultural soils.
These ﬁndings suggest that the biotic (e.g., plants) and edaphic soil physicochemical
characteristics have stronger effects on structuring and modulating the variability of
microbial soil communities than seasonal changes, in agreement with previous ﬁndings
(39). Our ﬁndings also indicated that many soil organisms may withstand changing conditions by modulating speciﬁc gene expression rather than undergoing changes in their
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abundance. In addition, soil organisms might be well adapted to the seasonal environmental ﬂuctuations in soils (e.g., C or N inputs) compared to those from other environments. In fact, soil bacteria have larger genome sizes than those in other environments (40)
and harbor a greater variety of metabolic pathways than their water or human-associated
counterparts (41, 42), which is consistent with the latter interpretations.
Impact of N fertilizer on microbial soil communities. Even though most populations examined here showed steady abundances throughout the seasons, a fraction
showed conspicuous responses to agricultural activities. These populations showed a
2-fold or higher change, which represents a substantial change in abundance for the
slow growing conditions that prevail in bulk soil, e.g., 1 to 2 generations per year, on
average (43). The largest changes in abundance observed at any time point sampled
were clearly those in response to synthetic N fertilization at the Havana site. Previously
unrecognized nitriﬁer populations belonging to the Thaumarchaeota phylum showed
an increase and subsequent decrease in abundance upon the application of N fertilizers. These microbial populations might also contribute to N2O emissions, as previously suggested (21, 31, 44). In Urbana, probably because this site did not receive
synthetic fertilizer in the sampling year, many MAGs showed stable abundances,
meaning that they did not exhibit changes in abundance greater than 2-fold throughout the year. In addition, the high relative abundance of MAGs encoding enzymes
necessary for oxidation (i.e., nitriﬁcation) or reduction (i.e., denitriﬁcation) of N species
underscored the effect of N fertilization on a selected fraction of the microbial communities involved in the N cycle. Interestingly, none of the recovered MAGs encoded all
enzymes required for performing complete denitriﬁcation. Even though the 69 recovered MAGs are far from representing the extant soil microbial community diversity, they
most likely better represent the most abundant organisms at the times sampled, whose
genomes were recoverable by assembly and binning. Our previous work on organisms
harboring clade II or atypical nosZ genes obtained from the same agricultural sites also
proposed a modular assembly for denitriﬁcation pathways in these soils (45, 46),
consistent with previous reports (47). Collectively, these ﬁndings suggest that a reduction of oxidized N species to N gas (N2) would require the concerted participation of
different N-reducing organisms and highlight the importance of accounting for the
different organisms and their interactions to better understand denitriﬁcation processes and the N balance (e.g., N losses in the form of N2O gas) in soil ecosystems.
Novel nitriﬁers in agricultural soils. Even though previous reports detected a high
abundance of common nitriﬁcation marker genes or 16S rRNA gene sequences assignable to known nitriﬁcation taxa in soils (27, 48), the genomic information of these taxa
has been limited. Both agricultural sites examined here showed high abundances of
Nitrospirae and Thaumarchaeota communities despite their different edaphic characteristics (but similar crop rotation management). The bacterial nitriﬁer genomes recovered from the two sites represented clades divergent from those of the wellcharacterized and canonical Betaproteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria nitriﬁers. In
fact, these soil organisms were most closely related, yet distinct at the genus level
based on their AAI relatedness, to the novel comammox Nitrospira, which was recently
demonstrated to be capable of performing complete nitriﬁcation (25, 26). These
comammox organisms were isolated from pipe and trickling ﬁlter bioﬁlms, with environmental conditions and N inputs contrasting those of agricultural soils. Therefore, it
appears that the agricultural management in the two soils has selected for discretely
evolving nitriﬁer populations with ecophysiologies different from those of commonly
known nitriﬁers. In addition, the substantially different physicochemical characteristics
of the two soils examined indicated that the novel Nitrospirae and Thaumarchaeota
genomes recovered may represent ecologically successful populations, at least for the
agricultural soils studied here, and could serve as models for future studies.
Our ﬁndings seem to support that recovered soil AOA populations might thrive in
environments receiving large inputs of N and, perhaps more importantly, respond to N
fertilization and do not necessarily follow the presumed oligotrophic lifestyle of AOA
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compared to that of AOB. For instance, we observed that the abundance of archaeal
MAGs changed upon nitrogen fertilization as much as those from their bacterial
counterparts, which are thought to grow faster (r-strategists). Interestingly, recent
ﬁndings have revealed that nonmarine AOA isolates showed an ammonia afﬁnity
similar to that of AOB but a low afﬁnity compared to that of a comammox isolate,
supporting the idea that the former isolates represent less-oligotrophic AOA (49).
Future experiments examining activity rates and substrate afﬁnities will elucidate if
these patterns in ammonia utilization between different groups of nitriﬁers also apply
to indigenous soil comammox and AOA communities. Nonetheless, the present ﬁndings indicated that in soils receiving large yearly inputs of synthetic N fertilization,
indigenous microbes, including AOA, have been adapted to these conditions and likely
evolved to be less oligotrophic than their marine counterparts.
The ﬁve most abundant archaeal nitriﬁer genomes recovered in Havana also showed
distinct depth distributions. For instance, MAG HD109 was the only AOA population
showing elevated abundances in both the top and deeper soil layers, whereas the rest
of the Thaumarchaeota MAGs showed high abundances only in deep soil layers.
Apparently, additional niches and ecophysiologies that remain to be elucidated underlie the distribution patterns for the detected AOA. On the other hand, comammox
nitriﬁer populations represented by MAGs from Havana (HD021) and Urbana (UD063)
showed a high level of similarity (ANI ⬎ 95%), revealing ecological successes in
agricultural soils with contrasting characteristics. These nitriﬁer genes and genomes
were likely missed by previous studies that employed probe designs based on available
sequences of functional (e.g., amoA) or 16S rRNA gene sequences (50). Collectively, our
results propose a role for novel AOA and comammox organisms in responding to high
N inputs from fertilization. Furthermore, the gene and genome sequences reported
here should facilitate primer design for PCR assays that can be used to precisely
monitor the abundance dynamics of these novel populations in agricultural soils in the
Midwest United States and further corroborate the results reported here.
Altogether, our study showed that stable microbial communities dwell in agricultural soils and identiﬁed key populations and genes responding to seasonal (e.g., fall
biomass return) and human-induced (e.g., fertilization practices) perturbations. These
ﬁndings also propose a much broader niche for the recently described comammox
organisms and ammonia-oxidizing archaea controlling the fate of N in agricultural soils.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Soil samples and DNA extraction and sequencing. Agricultural soil samples were collected in 2012
from ﬁeld locations in Havana, IL (lat 40.296, long 89.944; elevation, 150 m), and Urbana, IL (lat 40.075,
long 88.242; elevation, 222 m), both with long histories of conventionally managed corn and soybean
rotations. The Havana ﬁeld site is characterized as a sand (93% sand, 7% clay) with somewhat excessive
drainage with no ponding duration or frequency. During the summer season, the ﬁeld is irrigated with
underlying groundwater from the Mahomet aquifer. The Urbana ﬁeld site is situated on a slight slope
proﬁle, characterized as a silt loam (average content 21% sand, 69% silt, 10% clay). This site is classiﬁed
as poorly drained, with brief and frequent ponding, and soil moisture is exclusively due to precipitation
events. Once each season (April, June, late August/early September, and November), three soil cores
(2.5-cm diameter by 30-cm length) were collected at three ﬁxed locations 30 m apart (centroids) within
each ﬁeld plot (9 cores total per ﬁeld, per sampling time), with each core then partitioned into two
depths (0 to 5 cm and 20 to 30 cm). In sampling year 2012, corn was seeded in Havana and received
UAN28 (28% N as urea-ammonium-nitrate) fertilizer (180 lb N/acre), whereas Urbana was planted with
soybean and no fertilizer was applied (additional soil management events conducted in 2012 are
described in Table S2 in the supplemental material). Soil physicochemical characteristics (organic matter,
P, K, Mg, Ca, NO3⫺-N, NH4⫹-N, total N, cation exchange capacity) were determined using a composite
pool of soil combined for each depth range at each time of sampling (A&L Laboratories, Ft. Wayne, IN)
(Table S1). Soil pH and gravimetric soil moisture content were measured using separate cross sections
from each soil core. DNA was extracted from ⬃0.5 g of soil from each fraction using a modiﬁed
phenol-chloroform and puriﬁcation protocol, as previously described (46), and equal quantities of DNA
from each sample on the basis of agarose gel quantiﬁcation were pooled to create composite samples
for each of the two soil depths (0 to 5 cm and 20 to 30 cm) for each soil type. The 20- to 30-cm soil
samples taken from both sites in June were pooled according to centroids (Havana-E, Havana-M, and
Havana-W; Urbana-N, Urbana-M, and Urbana-S), and these pools were independently sequenced.
Sequencing of DNA samples was performed using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform and the NextEra DNA
150 by 150 library preparation protocol (Table S3), as described previously (46).
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Short-read assembly and analyses. Metagenomic raw reads (fastq) for all samples were trimmed
with SolexaQA (51) using a Phred score cutoff of 20 and minimum fragment length of 50 bp. The average
coverage for each sequenced library was determined by Nonpareil (29) using default settings (Table S3).
Protein-coding sequences were predicted from the short-read metagenomes using FragGeneScan (52),
and functional annotation was performed by blastp v2.2.29⫹ searches (53) against UniProt (54) using
default parameters. To decrease false-positive matches (stringent threshold), BLAST search outputs were
ﬁltered for best match and a minimum identity of ⱖ50% and a read alignment of ⱖ70%. Protein
annotations were subsequently translated into SEED subsystems (55) for functional analyses. Calculated
Mash distances (56) and annotation counts from SEED subsystems were visualized in ordination plots
(NMDS) using the vegan (57) and ecodist (58) libraries in R v3.3.1. Differentially abundant SEED functional
annotations or taxonomical levels were determined with the DESeq2 (59) package. The homogeneity of
the variance (i.e., homoscedasticity) across groups was corroborated by using Levene’s test implemented
in the car package (60) and Bartlett’s test available in R. Short-read metagenomes were coassembled as
Havana top (four samples), Havana deep (six samples), Urbana top (four samples), and Urbana deep (six
samples) using IDBA_UD v1.1.1 (61) (Table S4).
Identiﬁcation of nitrogen cycle genes. To identify and quantify reads encoding speciﬁc proteins of
interest, in-house databases were constructed and manually curated using sequences obtained from
UniProt (54) for the archaeal and bacterial ammonia monooxygenase alpha subunit (AmoA), hydroxylamine dehydrogenase (HAO), nitrite oxidoreductase alpha subunit (NxrA), nitrate reductase (NarG), nitrite
reductase (NirK and NirS), nitric oxide reductase beta subunit (NorB), nitrous oxide reductase (NosZ),
nitrite reductase (NrfA), and DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta (RpoB) (Table S5). Independent
ROCker (62) models (length ⫽ 125 bp, as it was the average for all the metagenomes) were subsequently
built based on these databases with the exception of NarG and NxrA, where the databases were
combined as a single model (Table S5). Trimmed short reads from soil metagenomes were used as the
query for blastx searches (E value, 0.01) against the latter protein databases, and outputs were ﬁltered
using the previously generated ROCker models. Target gene abundance was determined as genome
equivalents by calculating the ratio between normalized target reads (counts divided by median protein
length) and normalized RpoB reads (counts divided by median RpoB protein length). Protein databases
and ROCker models are available at http://enve-omics.ce.gatech.edu. We also searched for assembled N
cycle protein sequences in the four coassemblies and MAGs using precompiled hidden Markov models
obtained from FunGene (63) and HMMer (64). Detected target N cycle proteins were manually curated
by assessing the presence of a characteristic amino acid and phylogenetic congruency. Recovered AmoA
sequences were also used for constructing phylogenetic trees. The construction of phylogenetic trees,
short-read placement in the trees, and visualization were performed as previously reported (62).
Additional details are available in supporting information in the supplemental material.
Recovery of MAGs and analyses. Assembled contigs larger than 1,000 bp were binned from each
coassembly using an expectation-maximization algorithm as implemented in MaxBin v2.1.1 (65). MAGs
with over 70% completion according to CheckM (66) were reassembled using the reads mapping on the
contigs of the MAG (identity, ⱖ98%; fraction of aligned read, ⱖ70%) in Velvet v1.2.10 (67), which typically
improved MAG quality, e.g., average contig length and contamination level. Taxonomic classiﬁcation and
novelty for the obtained MAGs were assessed in Microbial Genome Atlas (MiGA) (http://microbial
-genomes.org/). Contigs with conﬂicting taxonomies (most likely representing binning misplacement)
were manually inspected by comparing calculated coverages and inferred taxonomical classiﬁcations
from MyTaxa (68) scan reports as implemented in MiGA and were subsequently manually discarded
(Table S6). Reported MAG statistics (contamination and completeness) were determined using the
“HMM.essential.rb” script from the enveomics collection and manually corrected for fragmented singlecopy genes (e.g., a single-copy gene fragmented into two different contigs). MAG abundance was
calculated as reads per kilobase per million reads (RPKM) using the matching reads to the binned
contigs from blastn searches (minimum nucleotide identity, ⱖ98%; fraction of read aligned, ⱖ50%
for a match) divided by the metagenomic sample sizes (in millions of reads) and the length of the
MAG in kilobases. The phylogenetic reconstruction of MAGs was performed based on concatenated
alignments of universal single-copy proteins identiﬁed for each MAG using the “HMM.essential.rb”
script. Forty bacterial and nine archaeal proteins present in the corresponding MAGs were extracted,
and multiple alignments for each protein were generated using Clustal⍀. Concatenated alignments
without invariable sites were generated for archaeal and bacterial alignments using the script
“Aln.cat.rb” from the enveomics collection. Phylogenetic reconstructions were determined using
maximum-likelihood phylogeny employing PROTGAMMAAUTO modeling and 100 bootstraps in
RAxML v8.0.19 (-f a, -m PROTGAMMAAUTO, –N 100) and visualized in iTol.
Accession number(s). Raw metagenomic soil datasets and MAGs are deposited in the European
Nucleotide archive under study number PRJEB20068. MAGs are also available at http://enve-omics.ce
.gatech.edu/data/.
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